BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
“Blockchain is the answer,Now tell me the question?”said by everybody around the
industry.
Do you know what does that mean?.If your answer is yes then you are the right person for
this workshop,otherwise then also you are more eligible to attend this workshop.

About The workshop:
A two day workshop on blockchain technology tutored by Anvira Edustation in association with IIT Bombay. Blockchain is the
technology being used by top companies like Facebook, Google, Uber and some other international companies.

Benefits of this workshop:
1.Internship opportunities in anvira and associated companies.
2.IIT Bombay certification.
3.some active participants will be selected as volunteers of workshops conducted by anvira edustation

Participation fee:950 rupees per participant

who could attend:
1. Blockchain is very great oppurtunity for those who are not interested in depending on anyone.
2.For those who are seeking future in blockchain field.
3.For those who are interested in financial sector.
4. For those who are searching internships this summer.
5. For those who wants to gain the leadership skills and public speaking skills.

About Anvira Edustation:
The main aim of Anvira is try to convert your passion in a particular field into a professional skill.
Anvira Edustation is one of the leading service providers
in the field of Practical Educational Training, Web & IT Services, Corporate Training, Electronics Projects on emerging
technologies.
Implementing New Ideas & Technology. ANVIRA is one of the top solutions for all your educational
needs. Ever since foundation in 2016 around 20 top notch institutions and 15 companies have to put
their faith in us to enlighten the lives of hundreds of employees

Blockchain is the most useful technology in the future.Just like internet Usage changed rapidly in the last 20 years,blockchain
usage also increasing day by day.
Also Blockchain is highly secure. We are proud of these moments and couldn’t have done this without our users, our team, and
the industry.
There is no doubt blockchain will change the world.

Topics Covered:
1. About Blockchain technology and its applications and types of blockchain.
2. what is cryptocurrency and cryptography and how the cryptography used in blockchain.
3.How the blocks of blockchain is created and how to add them to the existing blocks of blockchain.
4.What is the importance of blockchain in present and future.
5.How Facebook, google and top Companies use Blockchain.
6.implementations of blockchain data structures.
6.How to create bitcoin and how to use it.
7.Who are miners and how to become a miner.
8.Security of Blockchain.
With hands on experience.

Requirements:
1.Each participant should carry their own laptop.

Terms&conditions:
1.participants who registered will be provided afternoon lunch only,excluding accommodation.

Contact Details:
B.Sathish kumar - 9494605002
K.Bhavana
- 7013346608
Y.Neeharika
- 7095257891

